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1)

varieties are selected for grafting, how many species are left?

2)

3) The Heavens Zoo houses 465 animals. Out of these, 244 animals have lived in the

How many animals were collected from dealers?

4) Mr. Dyle bought groceries worth    107 from at a supermarket. If he handed    200 to

the cashier, how much did Mr. Dyle receive in change from the cashier?

5) In 1996, an archeological museum exhibited 564 artifacts of ancient civilizations.

Over a period of time, 123 deteriorated exhibits were removed. How

many exhibits remain at the museum now?
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A nursery has 135 species of rose plants for rose propagation and grafting. If 103

St. Peter’s school, NYC employs 323 people whose responsibility is the maintenance

 and upkeep of the school. If there are 165 men in the maintenance department, 

how many women are there?
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1)

varieties are selected for grafting, how many species are left?

2)

3) The Heavens Zoo houses 465 animals. Out of these, 244 animals have lived in the

How many animals were collected from dealers?

4) Mr. Dyle bought groceries worth    107 from at a supermarket. If he handed    200 to

the cashier, how much did Mr. Dyle receive in change from the cashier?

5) In 1996, an archeological museum exhibited 564 artifacts of ancient civilizations.

Over a period of time, 123 deteriorated exhibits were removed. How

many exhibits remain at the museum now?
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A nursery has 135 species of rose plants for rose propagation and grafting. If 103

St. Peter’s school, NYC employs 323 people whose responsibility is the maintenance

 and upkeep of the school. If there are 165 men in the maintenance department, 

how many women are there?

441 exhibits

158 women

32 species

221 animals
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